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IA-FEMESH ON-LINE

- hand CT (phalanx bone)
IA-FEMESH EXERSICES

- using IA-FEMesh create volume mesh of clavicle, red blood cell and humerus and save it to INP file (input surface geometry provided on website)
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- co-linear or diagonally stretched elements
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- high aspect ratio (zones)
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- curved surface deviation
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- check elements inside the volume
IA-FEMESH PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENT

- using IA-FEMesh create volume mesh of femur, mandible or liver and save it to INP file (input surface geometry provided on website)

- send INP file to tomasz.gajewski@put.poznan.pl
  e-mail title: <students_name_surname>_mi2fea-mesh

- deadline: check on website
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